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What happens when one man&#x2019;s crusade blinds him to the actions of others?
What happens when that man is the President of the United States?
Set in the future, An Act of Vengeance tells the story of President Calvin Moore, a
former Marine who has served and nearly died in the long Columbian War. Both
contentious and bullish, Moore is about to introduce one of the most controversial
laws in history. The Hunt Law, enables &#x2018;hunters&#x2019; to enter a lottery to
win the prize of stalking the ultimate prey: man.
In his rise to the top, Moore has made himself some powerful enemies and the Hunt
Law gives them their opportunity to finally take Moore out of the equation&#x2026;
permanently. Expecting opposition from political foes, as well as those within his own
party, Moore fails to spot the true danger, and finds himself at the mercy of his oldest
adversary.
An Act of Vengeance is a political thriller in every sense. It moves at a quick pace and
is told from the perspective of several of the characters, keeping the reader guessing
throughout.
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